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Swarm Intelligence in Data Mining (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
Science is a swarm.

To the layperson, the stereotypical scientist is logical, clear-thinking, wellinformed but perhaps socially awkward, carefully planning his or her experiments and then analyzing the resulting data deliberately, with precision. The scientist works alone, emotion-free, searching only for truth, having been well advised...
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Pattern Recognition, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2003
Pattern recognition is becoming increasingly important in the age of automation and information handling and retrieval.
This book provides the most comprehensive treatment available of pattern recognition, from an engineering perspective. Developed through more than ten years of teaching experience, Pattern Recognition is appropriate for both...
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The Theory of SpinorsDover Publications, 1981
Describes orthgonal and related Lie groups, using real or complex parameters and indefinite metrics. Develops theory of spinors by giving a purely geometric definition of these mathematical entities. Covers generalities on the group of rotations in n-dimensional space, the theory of spinors in spaces of any number of dimensions and much more....
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Groups and Symmetries: From Finite Groups to Lie Groups (Universitext)Springer, 2009
The theory of group representations is a fundamental subject at the intersection of algebra, geometry and analysis, with innumerable applications in other domains of pure mathematics and in the physical sciences: chemistry, molecular biology and physics, in particular crystallography, classical and quantum mechanics and quantum field theory.
...
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The Catalogue of Shipwrecked Books: Christopher Columbus, His Son, and the Quest to Build the World's Greatest LibraryScribner, 2019

	“Like a Renaissance wonder cabinet, full of surprises and opening up into a lost world.” —Stephen Greenblatt

	

	“A captivating adventure…For lovers of history, Wilson-Lee offers a thrill on almost every page…Magnificent.” —The New York Times Book Review...
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Quantum Statistical MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2009
The book provides a contemporary understanding of irreversibility, particularly in quantum systems. It explains entropy production in quantum kinetic theory and in the master equation formulation of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. The first half of the book focuses on the foundations of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics with emphasis on...
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A Short Course in Canon EOS 50D Photography book/ebookShortCourses, 2008

	This book/eBook package is your guide to getting more interesting and creative photos with the 15.1 megapixel Canon EOS 50D. It discusses every camera setting on this high-quality camera in a clear, well-illustrated style, with many integrated tips and QuickSteps, but it also does much more. You'll also learn the concepts of photography...
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Enterprise Java 2 Security: Building Secure and Robust J2EE ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2004
    The purpose of this book is to illustrate the applicability of Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE), and Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE), security technologies in building a secure enterprise infrastructure containing Java-based enterprise applications. With a pragmatic approach, the book explains why Java security...
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VB Shell ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2000

The material in this book pushes the perceived limits of what you can do with Visual Basic. Visual Basic offers a powerful development environment for virtually all types of applications, components, and tools. Yet, much of the time, all that we hear about are Visual Basic's limitations—what you can't do. Each of these...
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Visualization of Time-Oriented Data (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2011

	Time is an exceptional dimension.We recognize this every day: when we are waiting

	for a train, time seems to run at a snail’s pace, but the hours we spend in a bar with

	a good friend pass by so quickly. There are times when one can wait endlessly for

	something to happen, and there are times when one is overwhelmed by events...
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Out of Character: Surprising Truths About the Liar, Cheat, Sinner (and Saint) Lurking in All of UsHarmony, 2011

	Have you ever wondered why a trumpeter of family values would suddenly turn around and cheat on his wife? Why jealousy would send an otherwise level-headed person into a violent rage? What could drive a person to blow a family fortune at the blackjack tables?

	 

	Or have you ever pondered what might make Mr. Right leave his...
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Foundations of PEAR: Rapid PHP DevelopmentApress, 2006
This book is about PEAR. It’s not about the fruit, although it’s pronounced the same, so you don’t have to say “P-E-A-R” like you would spell out “C-A-K-E” or “P-I-E” in front of a small child with whom you don’t intend on sharing. Like anything else in computer languages and computers,...
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